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Abstract

This paper proposes an approach for adding fault tolerance,

based on consistent checkpointing, to distributed shared

memory applications. Two different mechanisms are pre-

sented to efficiently address the issue of message losses due

to either site failures or unreliable non-FIFO channels. Both

guarantee a correct and efficient recovery from a consistent

distributed system state following a failure. A variant of the

two-phase commit protocol is employed such that the com-

munication overhead required to take a consistent check-

point is the same as that of systems using a one-phase com-

mit protocol, while our protocol utilises stable storage more

efficiently. A consistent checkpoint is committed when the

first phase of the protocol finishes.

1 Introduction

Checkpointing and rollback recovery are well known mech-

anisms which can be used to provide fault tolerance in dis-

tributed systems, and one of the key issues is to provide an

efficient and light-weight mechanism which collects check-

points of individual processes in the distributed environment

to form a consistent distributed system state, a system state

reachable through some correct execution of the distributed

processes.

In this paper, we present a novel approach to provide

fault tolerance for distributed shared memory applications.

Compared to previous systems, our approach particularly

focusses on the following issues:

• reducing the communication overhead required to con-

struct a consistent distributed system state, which is

particularly important for software-based systems;

• efficiently addressing the problem of message losses

due to either site failures or unreliable non-FIFO chan-

nels, to guarantee a correct and efficient recovery fol-

lowing a failure (two different mechanisms are pro-

vided).

This paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we de-

scribe the concept of consistency and the two types of mech-

anisms for constructing a consistent distributed system state.

In Section 3, we describe our system model. In Sections 4

and 5, we describe our checkpointing and rollback recovery

algorithms. We present the conclusion in Section 6.

2 Background

The key issue of supporting fault tolerance in distributed

systems using checkpointing and rollback recovery is how

to obtain a consistent state of a distributed system. Chandy

and Lamport [5] formally defined the concept of a consis-

tent distributed system state, and introduced an algorithm by

which a process in a distributed system determines a global

state of the system during a computation.

Briefly, a set of process states forms a consistent dis-

tributed system state if it satisfies the following condition:

For each message among the processes, if it is recorded in

the state of the receiving process, it must also be recorded

in the state of the sending process. Informally, we can use a

time diagram to describe a system’s execution, where hori-

zontal lines are time axes of executing processes, and mes-

sages are represented by arrows. For example, in Figure 1,

P1, P2, P3, and P4 are four processes, and a, b, and c are

cuts (sets of process states) each of which forms a distributed

system state.

According to the definition, cuts b and c are consis-

tent cuts, while cut a is an inconsistent cut, as process P1

recorded its state after it received the message while pro-

cess P2 recorded its state before it sent the message. If the

system restarts from system state a, process P1 restarts from

a point where it already received the message from P2, but

P2 restarts from a point where it has not sent the message

to P1, so process P1 will actually receive the message from

P2 twice. This incorrect execution results from the inconsis-

tency of cut a. Another important fact is that although cut b

is a consistent distributed system state, the messages to pro-

cesses P1, P3, and P4 must be recorded in some way, oth-
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Figure 1: Consistent and inconsistent system states

erwise message losses will occur if the system restarts from

state b. For example, when checkpointing state b in Figure 1,

the mechanism proposed below ensures that the messages in

transit at the time of the checkpoint are logged, ensuring that

a consistent distributed system state can be recovered from

that checkpoint.

There have been many approaches using checkpointing

and/or message logging mechanisms to provide fault toler-

ance in distributed systems, and their emphasis was gener-

ally on how to construct a consistent state from which the

system can restart if a failure occurs later. According to

when and how a consistent state of a distributed system is

built, the existing systems can be divided into two classes

as follows:

1. Independent checkpointing and message logging: In

this type of system [9, 20, 21], the main idea is that

processes do not need to synchronise with one another

during the checkpointing and message logging phases,

which means that individual processes perform their

message logging and checkpointing independently, re-

ducing communication overhead in this phase. With

message logging, every process can detect its depen-

dency on the states of other processes with which it

communicates, and the dependency control informa-

tion enables a reconstruction of a consistent distributed

system state following a failure, using process roll-

back and message replay. So, this type of approach

focusses on reducing communication overhead during

the checkpointing and message logging phases, and

puts most work into the recovery phase. It is assumed

in these systems that failures are infrequent.

2. Consistent checkpointing: This type of system [7, 10,

12, 17, 19, 22] attempts to construct a consistent dis-

tributed system state in a checkpointing phase. Check-

pointing of processes is synchronised in such a way

that the resulting set of checkpoints forms a consistent

distributed system state; consequently, this makes roll-

back recovery less expensive.

Compared to consistent checkpointing, indepen-

dent checkpointing and message logging has a significant

message logging overhead and potentially significantly in-

creased memory requirements. This overhead may out-

weigh the gains through avoiding the synchronisation over-

head during the checkpointing phases. Moreover, indepen-

dent checkpointing and message logging makes recovery

expensive.

Our approach is therefore based on consistent check-

pointing. Compared to previous systems, it has the follow-

ing features:

• Two different mechanisms are provided to address the

issue of message losses due to site failures or unreli-

able non-FIFO channels. Both ensure that a checkpoint

of a consistent state can only be committed if no mes-

sages are in transit or lost. This guarantees a correct

and efficient recovery from a consistent distributed sys-

tem state following a failure.

• Consistent checkpoints are taken efficiently. Unlike

other systems using a two-phase commit protocol, our

approach implements the second phase of consistent

checkpointing in a lazy way which does not require any

extra message exchange in the system, and does not de-

lay committing a consistent checkpoint until the second

phase of consistent checkpointing terminates. While

the communication overhead required to take a con-

sistent checkpoint is the same as that of systems us-

ing a one-phase commit protocol, our approach utilises

stable storage more efficiently. We first take tentative

checkpoints, which are made permanent after the first

phase of the two-phase protocol, at which time the pre-

vious checkpoints can be discarded, resulting in more

efficient use of stable storage. Systems using a one-

phase commit protocol must always keep the two most

recent checkpoints for each process.

3 System model

3.1 Assumption

Our work is partially motivated by the systems [17, 18, 19],

and focusses on the above issues which were not addressed

in the previous systems. We make the following assump-

tions about the distributed environment on which our model

is built:

1. nodes fail by stopping. The failed processes can be re-

located to some other working node, and the process

states can be recovered with the checkpoints stored on

stable storage;

2. the network channels are unreliable non-FIFO chan-

nels which may lose or reorder messages, and may



be temporarily broken. A reliable message delivery

can be realized by retransmitting a message a number

of times until an acknowledgement is received from

the destination process. If no acknowledgement is re-

ceived within a timeout interval, an error due to either a

node failure or a temporarily partitioned channel is as-

sumed to have occurred;

3. all the processes involved in a consistent checkpoint or

a rollback recovery belong to a single distributed ap-

plication, checkpointing or recovery of different dis-

tributed applications does not interfere with each other;

4. for each distributed application, there is one fault toler-

ance support manager (FTSM) on each node responsi-

ble for checkpointing and recovery of processes within

this application. In our implementation, the FTSM will

be a component of the DSM runtime system;

5. processes communicate with each other through dis-

tributed shared memory1.

3.2 Distributed shared memory model

In this section, we briefly describe one of the typical dis-

tributed shared memory models [1, 4, 6, 8, 11, 13] on which

our system is built—release consistency [4, 8].

In the release consistency model, not only is each shared

memory access classified either as a synchronisation access

or an ordinary access, but synchronisation accesses must be

classified as acquire and release accesses. Formally, a sys-

tem is release consistent if [4]:

1. before any ordinary access is allowed to perform with

respect to any other processor, all previous acquires

must be performed;

2. before a release is allowed to perform with respect

to any other processor, all previous ordinary accesses

must be performed;

3. synchronisation accesses must be sequentially consis-

tent with each other.

Release consistency is a consistency model which, com-

pared to stricter consistency models, reduces the number

of messages required to maintain consistency in a DSM.

Informally, consistency is guaranteed only at specific syn-

chronisation points at which ordinary accesses are pipelined

or buffered between synchronisation accesses; this relaxed

consistency model results in higher efficiency.

1Our model can be built on either message-passing systems or dis-

tributed shared memory systems.

4 Distributed checkpointing

4.1 Efficient consistent checkpointing

This section describes in principle how the consistent check-

pointing algorithm efficiently constructs a consistent dis-

tributed system state. We first describe the techniques used

for consistent checkpointing.

• For each distributed application, there is one distin-

guished FTSM on a node which acts as the coordinator

of checkpointing and recovery.

• Like some other systems [7, 17, 19], each consis-

tent checkpoint is uniquely identified by an increasing

checkpointing sequence number (CSN), and each nor-

mal message delivered in the system is tagged with the

current CSN of the sender. Besides, each normal mes-

sage is also tagged with the status bit of the sender.

This bit is 0 if the current checkpoint of the sender is

tentative, otherwise the current checkpoint is perma-

nent.

• A variant of a two-phase commit protocol is employed.

This protocol has the communication overhead of a

one-phase commit protocol without delaying commit-

ting a consistent checkpoint. Furthermore, after the

current checkpoint becomes permanent, the previous

checkpoint can be deleted to save stable storage space.

(Systems using a one-phase commit protocol must al-

ways keep the last two checkpoints for each process.)

The second phase of checkpointing is implemented in

a lazy fashion in that the decision of the coordinator

will be delivered to other processes by the status bit

(see above) piggybacked on each normal message de-

livered in the system. If, after the coordinator makes

the current checkpoint permanent, there are no more

messages sent from the coordinator node to any of the

other nodes, each process on the other nodes needs to

keep its last two checkpoints, as it does not know the

decision of the coordinator. In this worst case sce-

nario, the checkpoints do not become permanent until

the next consistent checkpoint is initiated, and the stor-

age overhead is equal to that of a system based on one

phase commit.

In principle, when the coordinator initiates a new con-

sistent checkpoint, it takes tentative checkpoints of all lo-

cal processes belonging to the application, and informs other

FTSMs to take tentative checkpoints of their local processes.

This is done through marker messages containing the cur-

rent CSN. When a node receives any message whose CSN

is bigger than the local one, the local FTSM takes tentative

checkpoints of the local processes, increments its local CSN,

and replies to the coordinator. The coordinator will set its



status bit once it is informed that all the processes within

the application have been checkpointed and there are nei-

ther messages in transit nor message losses. (Techniques for

achieving this will be described in the next subsection.) Af-

terwards, if a node receives a message whose status bit is set

while the local status bit is 0, the local checkpoints are made

permanent, the status bit is set, and the previous checkpoints

are discarded.

With the underlying distributed shared memory model,

release consistency, we can make the following optimisation

to further reduce the consistent checkpointing overhead: A

new consistent checkpoint can be triggered by such events

as the expiry of a time interval, a certain number of release

accesses performed, or an output to the outside world [10].

For example, when the processor on which the coordinator

resides is about to perform a release, and the number of re-

leases performed exceeds a predefined number, the coordi-

nator may start a new consistent checkpoint at this time. The

coordinator first checkpoints the local processes, and tags

any update messages with its CSN so that the nodes to which

the update messages will be delivered do not need the ex-

tra marker messages. By this optimisation, the marker mes-

sages will only be sent to nodes which are not sent any up-

date messages, and the number of messages is further re-

duced.

Using these mechanisms, our approach can efficiently

construct a consistent state of a distributed application with

minimum communication overhead and stable storage re-

quirements.

4.2 Dealing with message losses

We have not yet addressed the important issue of message

losses due to either site failures or unreliable non-FIFO

channels. Message losses due to site failures can occur as

follows: a message was sent before the sender takes its

checkpoint, whereas it has not been received by the receiver

when the receiver fails after taking its checkpoint and reply-

ing to the coordinator. Even with a reliable transport proto-

col (e.g. TCP), a message can be lost during delivery (e.g.

due to a temporarily broken channel). If message losses can-

not be solved properly, a correct recovery from a consistent

distributed system state cannot be guaranteed.

Figure 2 is an example in which message losses occur:

P1, P2, and P3 are three processes of a distributed applica-

tion on three different nodes. Process P1 is the coordinator

of consistent checkpointing and recovery. It starts the ith

consistent checkpoint at some point, and sends marker mes-

sages to P2 and P3. P2 takes a tentative checkpoint when

receiving the marker message from P1. Before receiving

the marker message, P3 receives a message from P2 which

is sent after P2 takes its checkpoint, and P3 takes its tenta-

tive checkpoint before changing its local state. The coordi-
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Figure 2: Message losses due to a site failure
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Figure 3: Message losses due to a channel failure

nator P1 receives the replies from both P2 and P3 at point

j, and makes its checkpoint permanent by setting its status

bit. Now, we assume that P1 fails for some reason. Dur-

ing recovery, it informs all processes to roll back to their

ith checkpoints, and restart execution from there. However,

this will cause an incorrect recovery because message M

from P3 to P2 will be lost: P3 sent M before its ith check-

point while P2 received M after its ith checkpoint, and M

is not recorded by P2.

Another error could occur if message M is lost during de-

livery, see Figure 3: If the channel is temporarily broken,

and message M is lost in transit, process P2 will never ob-

tain that message.

In order to guarantee a correct recovery following a fail-

ure, the coordinator must not commit a consistent check-

point unless it is informed not only that all the tentative

checkpoints have been taken, but also that there are no mes-

sages in transit2 or lost. The key issue here is how to imple-

ment this efficiently. In the following sections we propose

two mechanisms to deal with this issue.

4.2.1 Mechanism 1

This mechanism is derived from the approach by

Mattern[18]. It differs from Mattern’s system in two re-

spects: 1. Mattern assumes that no messages are lost during

delivery, whereas our mechanism tolerates message losses

2A message is in transit if it is sent before the sender takes the current

checkpoint, and is received after the receiver takes the current checkpoint.



during delivery using a timeout technique; 2. while Mat-

tern uses a one-phase commit protocol to take a consistent

checkpoint, we employ a variant of two-phase commit with-

out increasing communication overhead while making more

efficient use of stable storage (see the previous section).

The mechanism is based on the following three tech-

niques:

1. Like Mattern, we use a message transit vector (MTV)

to determine the number of messages in transit and de-

tect message losses. Within a distributed shared mem-

ory application, processes communicate with each

other through the DSM runtime system; instead of each

process having its own MTV, the FTSM on each node

keeps its MTV. The MTV is a vector of length n, the

number of nodes in the distributed system. When node

i sends a message to node j, it increments the jth com-

ponent of the local MTV : MTVi[j] = MTVi[j] +
1. Node i decrements the ith component of its local

MTV , MTVi[i] = MTVi[i] − 1, whenever a mes-

sage arrives from another node. In our approach, each

FTSM has two MTVs – Pre MTV and Cur MTV .

If a node sends a message before taking tentative

checkpoints, it will modify its Pre MTV . Similarly,

the receiver will modify its Pre MTV whenever it re-

ceives a message. Otherwise, if a message was sent af-

ter a tentative checkpoint has been initiated, the sender

and receiver will modify their Cur MTV . After the

tentative checkpoints on a node become permanent, the

value of the Cur MTV is copied to the Pre MTVand

the Cur MTV is cleared. In detail, the message tran-

sit vector works as follows:

• the sender of a message will modify its

Pre MTV if the status bit is set, otherwise the

Cur MTV ;

• if a message is received and its CSN agrees with

the local CSN, the Cur MTV is modified if

both, the message and the local status bit are un-

set, otherwise the Pre MTV is modified;

• if a message is received with a CSN less than

the local one, the message is logged and the

Cur MTV is updated;

• if a message is received with a CSN greater than

the local one and the local status bit is not set,

the current tentative checkpoints are made per-

manent. Irrespective of the status bits, the lo-

cal FTSM is then notified to take new tentative

checkpoints, which results in the CSN being in-

cremented. The Cur MTV is then updated;

• when a node receives a checkpointing request

(explicitly or implicitly), the FTSM checkpoints

the local processes and replies to the coordinator

with a message tagged with its local Pre MTV ;

• Once the coordinator is informed that all the pro-

cesses have been checkpointed and there are no

messages in transit, it commits the current con-

sistent checkpoint by setting the status bit and

making the local tentative checkpoints perma-

nent. There are no messages in transit if

Sum V :=

n∑

i=1

Pre MTVi

is a vector of all zeros.

If all processes have been checkpointed and Sum V is

not zero, there must be outstanding messages. There

are two options for the coordinator to proceed:

• a pessimistic strategy is based on the assump-

tion that there are usually some messages in tran-

sit. If Sum V is not zero, the coordinator sends

a message to each node i (except itself) where

Sum V [i] 6= 0. This message is tagged with

Sum V [i], which is the number of outstanding

messages to node i. When node i receives this

message, it will await arrival of all outstanding

messages indicated by Sum V [i], and then send

the updated local Pre MTV to the coordinator.

The pessimistic strategy is suitable for distributed

parallel applications in which processes commu-

nicate with each other frequently;

• an optimistic strategy assumes that messages in

transit are rare. Therefore, the coordinator does

not send extra messages to other nodes. When-

ever a node receives a message in transit, it mod-

ifies the local Pre MTV and sends the vector to

the coordinator. Assume, for example, that after

the FTSM on a node checkpoints the local pro-

cesses and replies to the coordinator, there are

still two messages which were sent before the cur-

rent checkpoint and have not arrived at this node.

Two extra messages containing the updated local

Pre MTV will have to be sent to the coordinator

when the messages in transit finally arrive.

Since this method requires one extra message for

each message in transit, it is unsuitable for cases

where there are usually a large number of such

messages. If, however, there is relatively little

communication between the processes of a dis-

tributed application, this strategy will result in

fewer messages than the pessimistic one.

2. Minimum message logging: As described above, a re-

ceived messages needs to be logged if and only if its



CSN is less than the local one. This logging is done

by the FTSM as part of the current checkpoints. With

the pessimistic strategy, the FTSM will reply to the

coordinator with the updated local Pre MTV after

all the messages in transit as indicated by Sum V [i]
are received, with the optimistic strategy, the FTSM

will reply to the coordinator with the updated local

Pre MTV every time a message in transit arrives.

3. Timeout mechanism: If a message is lost during deliv-

ery, or if a node fails after it takes the tentative check-

points and replies to the coordinator while some mes-

sages in transit have not arrived at this node, Sum V

will never become zero. In these cases, the check-

pointing algorithm cannot terminate (either commit or

abort). We thus use a timeout mechanism to address

these problems: The coordinator keeps checking the

replies from other nodes and the value of Sum V . If,

within the timeout interval, if all the replies are “yes”

and Sum V becomes zero, the coordinator commits

the current consistent checkpoint, otherwise, site fail-

ures or message losses are assumed to have occured,

and the coordinator aborts the current consistent check-

point and starts a rollback recovery.

There are several disadvantages to this mechanism:

1. the method used to catch messages in transit causes an-

other round of communication overhead. Moreover,

especially when the processes of an application run on

many machines (n is large), the MTVs piggybacked on

the reply messages can be long;

2. message losses due to channels failures may occur even

with a reliable transport protocol. If acknowledge-

ments are not picked up at user-level, message losses

cannot be detected until the next consistent checkpoint

times out. This may result in a long rollback.

If acknowledgements are picked up at user-level, another

method can be used which avoids both of these drawbacks

(see next section).

4.2.2 Mechanism 2

In this section, we propose another method to ensure the

consistency of the checkpoints in the presence of failures

without the problems of mechanism 1. This approach com-

bines the higher level checkpointing algorithms with the un-

derlying transmission protocols. The method consists of

two components which work together:

1) A user-level reliable transmission protocol (URTP)

tailored to our checkpointing algorithms is used. It han-

dles not only data transmission but also message logging

(when needed), this allows the higher level algorithms to

use a single round of communication for taking a consistent

checkpoint (no extra communication overhead is needed for

catching messages in transit). Figure 4 shows the configura-

tion of this protocol. Its features are:

• threads are used to provide non-blocking communica-

tion;

• if, on receiving a data packet of a message, the CSN of

the data packet is less than the local one, the receiver

logs the packet and sends an acknowledgement to the

sender. If the CSN of the received package is greater

than the local one, the receiver informs the local FTSM

to take local checkpoints before sending the acknowl-

edgement. As long as the CSNs agree, acknowledge-

ments are sent immediately;

• on sending a data packet of a message, the sender incre-

ments the value of a local acknowledgement counter.

On receiving an acknowledgement, the sender decre-

ments the value of the corresponding acknowledge-

ment counter. If the acknowledgement has not arrived

after a certain number of retransmissions, a site failure

or a channel failure is assumed to have occurred and the

sender sends a rollback recovery request to the coordi-

nator.

2) The acknowledgement counter (AC) is used to record

the number of message packets not yet acknowledged which

were sent from local node to other nodes between two

checkpoints. On each node, the FTSM maintains two ACs:

previous AC (PAC) and current AC (CAC). If a node sends

a packet before taking the current checkpoint, the PAC is

modified, otherwise the CAC. After the tentative check-

points on a node become permanent, the value of PAC is

set to that of CAC, and the value of CAC is set to zero. As

described above, the value of an AC is incremented when

a packet is sent and is decremented when the packet is ac-

knowledged. Notice that ACs just contain local control

information and do not need to be transferred among the

nodes. With ACs, our checkpointing algorithms work as fol-

lows:

• After a FTSM takes its local checkpoints, it will not re-

ply to the coordinator until its local PAC becomes zero,

at which time it is certain that all the message packets

sent from this node to any other nodes between the last

two checkpoints have arrived at their destinations and

have been logged if necessary.

• If the coordinator receives the replies from all other

nodes within the timeout interval, it knows not only

that all the processes within the application have been

checkpointed, but also that there are no messages in

transit. It can therefore commit the current consistent
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checkpoint, otherwise, a failure is assumed to have oc-

curred.

Compared to the first method, the detection of a message

loss will not be delayed until the next consistent checkpoint

while this method only needs one round of communication

to take a consistent checkpoint, and does not involve the

overhead produced by the message transit vector. Like the

first method, this method also needs to use message logging

and timeout techniques.

4.2.3 Checkpointing algorithms

Here we present our checkpointing algorithms correspond-

ing to the mechanisms described above.
1) The coordinator:

Begin the checkpointing operation;

CSN++;

Checkpoint(local processes of application);

Multicast(chkp req);

/* waits for the replies from other FTSMs */

if (!timeout &&all FTSMs replied ‘y’) then

#ifdef MECHANISM 1

if (Sum V != 0) then

#ifdef PESSIMISTIC

for i = 1 to n

if (Sum V[i] != 0) then

send(i,Sum V[i]);

#endif /* PESSIMISTIC */

while (!timeout && Sum V!=0)

wait;

if (Sum V != 0) then abort;

#endif /* MECHANISM 1 */

commit;

else /* assume failures */

abort;

2) The other working nodes:

if (checkpoint request) then

CSN++;

modify local control information;

Checkpoint(local processes of application);

#if MECHANISM 2

while (PAC!=0)

wait;

send(coordinator, ‘y’);

#endif /* MECHANISM 2 */

#if MECHANISM 1

send(coordinator,‘y’,Pre MTV);

#endif /* MECHANISM 1 */

5 Rollback recovery

When failures are detected, failed processes can be relocated

to a working node, their states can be recovered from their

checkpoints stored on stable storage.

In order to avoid livelocks and maximise the parallelism

during a rollback recovery, like checkpoints, each rollback

recovery is uniquely identified by an increasing recovery se-

quence number (RSN). Each normal message is tagged not

only with the CSN, but also the RSN of the sender.

In principle, after determining that the ith checkpoints

form the latest consistent state of the application, the co-

ordinator broadcasts marker messages—rollback recovery

requests—containing the current RSN to all other nodes,

and makes the processes on the local node restart from their

ith checkpoints. When a node receives such a marker mes-

sage, or any message whose RSN is greater than the local

one, the FTSM on the node makes the local processes restart

from their ith checkpoints, and sends an acknowledgement



to the coordinator. When the RSN of an incoming mes-

sage is less than the local one, this message must be dis-

carded because it was sent before the current rollback recov-

ery started. With this one-phase commit protocol, our ap-

proach implements rollback recovery efficiently.
According to the above description, the coordinator works
as follows:

Begin the rollback recovery operation;

if (local status bit == 1) then

rollbackto = CSN

else

rollbackto = CSN -1;

RSN++;

Multicast(RSN, rollbackto);

restart (rollbackto);

if (!timeout && all FTSMs replied ‘y’) then

commit

else

abort; /* assume failure */

Other working nodes work as follows when they are in-

formed (explicitly or implicitly) to start a rollback:

if (rollback recovery request) then

RSN = request.RSN;

CSN = request.rollbackto;

Rollback(CSN);

send (coordinator,...);

6 Conclusion

This paper proposes an approach for adding fault tolerance,

based on consistent checkpointing, to distributed shared

memory applications. Compared to other systems, our ap-

proach has the following features: 1. two different mech-

anisms are provided to efficiently address the issue of mes-

sage losses due to either site failures or unreliable Non-FIFO

channels; 2. a variant of two-phase commit protocol is em-

ployed keeping the communication overhead the same as

that of systems using a one-phase commit protocol while

utilising stable storage more efficiently.
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